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Abstract—Many video surveillance systems (VSS) have been
already developed for various application domains. Such systems
are based on well-elaborated recognition algorithms of Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI) and implemented as Ambient Intelligence
(AmI) services in Internet of Things (IoT) environments. In
particular, algorithms support such smart VSS functions of
video data processing as human detection, human identification,
object location within an image, human activity recognition.
Many software tools have been developed to implement various
recognition algorithms for VSS development. In this paper, we
consider the following VSS development problems: a) a generic
model of events in video data for a given problem domain,
b) a hardware–software architecture for data processing with
existing recognition algorithms, and c) a model to construct a
required smart VSS function using existing software tools. We
introduce our event-oriented approach to solve the above VSS
development problems. The approach is experienced in several
use cases. Our experimental study shows the applicability of the
proposed approach in terms of the accuracy and performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many smart video surveillance systems (VSS) have been

already developed for various application domains, e.g., see

public safety [1], cities and homes [2], [3], healthcare [4], in-

dustrial production [5], agriculture [6]. The VSS development

is still progressing, when for each application problem spec-

ified recognition is required in given video data. Recognition

algorithms come from Artificial Intelligence (AI); they need

to be implemented as Ambient Intelligence (AmI) services in

Internet of Things (IoT) environments [7]. In particular, the

computer vision technology includes recognition algorithms to

implement smart VSS functions of video data processing [8],

[9] as human detection (as a physical entity), human identi-

fication (as a particular person, e.g., by face), object location

within an image (e.g., in relation with other objects), human

activity recognition (e.g., her/his pose detection and tracking).

The studied VSS functions belong to the progressing area of

smart sensorics in IoT environments [10]. A sensing system

is typically at Internet edges, e.g., sensors are embedded to

physical human surroundings or integrated to human wear-

ables. A VSS function can be considered as digital extension

of human sensorics (human sensory organs). This type of

technology is in demand in development of bionic suits and

other assistive environments for robotics, smart textile, and

Tactile Internet [11], [12].

The required recognition can be based on the event-driven

approach for development smart IoT-applications [13]. Rec-

ognized information is derived as a set of facts that are se-

mantically grouped into a common time-space structure (e.g.,

facts occurred in the same time period or related to the same

physical object). This paper continues our work on semantic-

oriented event-driven video data processing with essential

role of edge IoT-devices [5], [14]. We consider three VSS

development problems, which need novel methods for event

modeling, distributed computing, and service construction.

First, recognition needs to operate with a sequence of

images (frames in a video flow). Relation between images

and interrelation of zones in the same images are semantics

that must be taken into account in video data processing [15].

Situational video analytics provides algorithms to understand

the surrounding context of a monitored object in a video

surveillance scene. Recognition aims at finding typical sit-

uations and scenarios of interrelated long-term events over

a certain period. A comprehensive view on a video stream

is needed to prepare the input data for such recognition

algorithms. We propose an event-based model of video data

to solve the first development problem.

Second, video data processing is distributed [6]. VSS uti-

lizes many IoT devices, small or large. Essential part of

processing can be implemented directly at sensing devices

(video cameras), so making them smart. High-complexity

recognition algorithms are running on servers and other pow-

erful computing systems (nearby or remote). We propose a

microservice-based method to combine and configure devices

into a data processing IoT system.

Third, many “basic” recognition algorithms are available

on the software market and can be applied in VSS de-

velopment [16], e.g., libraries with AI primitives. Various

implementations of AI algorithms are accumulated, e.g., in

Python libraries and in other components of the computer

vision technology. When a particular VSS is developed, its

recognition functions cannot be simply implemented using

available implementations. The developer constructs a required

VSS function as a composition of exiting algorithms. Further-

more, such a composition requires tuning the algorithms to the

specifics of the problem domain (playing with the parameters

of the composed algorithms). We propose a model to compose

recognition algorithms into software implementation of a

required VSS function.

In sum, the presented solutions to the three VSS develop-

ment problems form a novel semantic-oriented event-driven
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approach. The approach provides methods and tools that the

VSS developer applies to implement required VSS functions.

We tested the methods on several use cases. The experimental

study shows the efficiency in terms of the accuracy and

performance.

The rest of the test is organized as follows. Section II defines

studied VSS development problems based on review of the

existing VSS solutions. Section III introduces our methods

to solve the VSS development problems. Section IV shows

our software tools to implement VSS functions based on the

proposed methods. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS

Let us consider existing solutions to VSS development. Ba-

sically, a recognition algorithm is event-oriented, recognizing

such complicated parameters as Who has operated with the

given object and When, What object is recognized and Where
the object is located [1].

A. Existing Solutions

There are many approaches to the implementation of video

surveillance systems [17]. Most of these systems are trying

to solve one of the following tasks: detection and tracking

of objects, identification of faces and human activity. Such

systems are often narrowly focused and offer solutions only for

a specific industry. At the same time, there are a small number

of video surveillance systems that are trying to create a tech-

nological solution that includes a whole range of algorithms

and methods, not only mathematical, but also related to the

choice of Edge/Fog/Cloud paradigms and selecting hardware

for a particular case.

Paper [18] proposes the key properties of the studied

service class of how to operate with multiple data streams.

Internet of Things technologies: Transforming Ordinary Urban

Spaces into Cyber-Physical Spaces [19] with the next features:

finding optimal IoT architectural configurations using video

surveillance, drones, camera phones, analysis of heterogeneous

configurations in terms of performance and results.

Machine Learning has substantially grown over a period of

decade. Deep Learning the new field of Machine Learning is

gaining ever-increasing interest in research due to its implicit

capability appropriate for successful applications in the field of

computer vision, speech processing, image processing, object

detection, human and face sub-attribute detection, and many

more analytical systems. Intelligent Video Systems and Video

Analytics is managed by a wide collection in transportation,

security, health care and customer analytics [8].

One of the most progressive approaches to the development

and support of technologies is Industry 4.0. This approach is

based on the massive introduction of information technology

(IT) in industry sectors using modern technologies of the

Internet of things and AI. The article [20] plans to use a

simple random sample questionnaire and will use structural

equation modeling (SEM) to analyze the data. The study shows

that the factors enabling Industry 4.0 and its implementation

have a significant impact on the performance of firms. The

proposed model helps define the enablers of Industry 4.0

when combined with the theories of Technology, Organization

and Environment (TOE), Diffusion of Innovation (DoI) and

Dynamic Opportunity (DO) theories. The study also helps

government, policy makers and practitioners evaluate and im-

plement their strategy to successfully improve the performance

of Industry 4.0 companies and enterprises.

Therefore, a novel technology is needed to develop VSS

with “smart” video services.

• Development of a unified data model: lack of description

of events related to recognition.

• Development of a method for constructing a hardware

configuration of video data processing system: lack of

description of the hardware configuration on which the

algorithms work.

• Development of algorithms for machine learning model

construction and recognition in video data: lack of a

choice of parameters for the algorithm for solving a

specific problem.

B. Problem 1: Unified Data Model

One example of a comprehensive video analytics solution is

given in [21]. Video engine, event engine, video surveillance

ontology were used as technologies, which help in making

decisions on video analytics tasks based on events and the

context of what is happening. The use of an event-driven

approach (for example, in UML language [22]) makes it

possible to use not only mathematical recognition algorithms,

but also semantically process data, especially in cases where

a large number of recognition objects are used (for example,

several people and machines). Moreover, simple events can

be transformed into more complex information structures

(complex events), which allows a more detailed description of

the context of what is happening [14]. However, most of these

systems use only Edge [5], [14] or Cloud [21] approaches,

which leads to the next problem of choosing hardware and

software.

Urban environments [23] and Smart City [24] deployments

typically have thousands of surveillance and public cameras.

Rapid advancements in computer vision techniques due to

Deep Neural Networks enable using these camera feeds for

performing non-trivial analytics. The knobs lend the applica-

tion the ability to scale potentially to thousands of cameras.

In this proposal two representative applications were designed;

missing person tracking and priority signalling for emergency

vehicles. The application scales to 1000 cameras on a Cloud-

only deployment of 10 Azure VMs with 8 cores and 32GB

RAM each were empirically verified.

C. Problem 2: Configuration of Video Data Processing

The choice of server hardware for deploying video analytic

services depends on the organization of computing for one of

the computing paradigms.

• Edge computing [25] – organization of computing within

the reach of end devices. Such devices can be located

within the same LAN (local area network) and are
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represented by both low-performance computing compo-

nents (Raspberry Pi, Nvidia Jetson) and medium-power

components (local server).

• Fog computing [26] – organization of computing

“nearby” end devices. Usually, this level of computation

is necessary for additional data collection and analysis

in cases where, for example, end devices are located

in neighboring rooms, but their additional filtering is

required.

• Cloud computing [27] – the organization of remote com-

puting and data storage, without the active participation

of the user. Usually represented by high-performance

computing devices (DPC - data center, data center),

consisting of a large amount of memory and graphics

processors.

Each of these paradigms has its own advantages and disad-

vantages. For example, edge computing allows you to organize

calculations near video cameras, but usually have limited

computing resources.

D. Problem 3: Algorithms for Modeling and Recognition

The problem of choosing an algorithm [2], [28] for object

recognition is the most difficult task, since it depends on

the detected events and the availability of minimal hardware

(server) support. Moreover, these algorithms have a large

number of settings and parameters, which significantly affect

the performance and accuracy of calculations. It is often

difficult to determine what recognition accuracy a particular

neural network will have at the output without conducting

experiments. Including the results obtained during the exper-

iments may differ (usually in a negative direction) when the

system goes from laboratory conditions to production.

Monolithic centralized applications are becoming the most

complex in their structure. Furthermore, this often leads to

poor scalability and difficulty in understanding the interac-

tions between processes. The article [29] proposes a general

framework for a microservice system for an IoT application,

which is the best scalable and maintainable architecture. The

system design and associated microservices are introduced,

and the focus is on core services and data exchange between

devices from the service layer to the physical layer. There

are more options to support the interaction and placement of

dissimilar objects. In addition, this structure can easily provide

additional integration of applications such as automation,

analytics (including video analytics), big data analysis.

III. PROPOSED METHODS

The literature review from the previous section shows that

the existing solutions are still not well effective for the

introduced VSS development problems. A novel approach is

needed where appropriate methods and tools support VSS

development. The following R&D problems are considered

in this section towards constructing the required approach.

• Development of a unified model for representing events

that occur in relation to heterogeneous objects and dy-

namic situations.

• Development of a hardware-software architecture with

requirements for video sources and server hardware.

• Development of a method for selecting basic data pro-

cessing algorithms and machine learning methods to

construct smart VSS functions.

A. Video Data Processing in VSS

Modern real-time video analytics systems require a large

amount of computing resources. The standard approach to

organizing computing is to transfer all information and video

streams to one centralized server. Such transmission and

processing of information can be improved using on-board

computing (on the same device that generates/receives data)

or on local computers.

Work [30] suggests using the JCAB algorithm, which uses

many parameters in the video analytics configuration, for

example: bandwidth of devices at the periphery, network vari-

ability, video content dynamics. The use of such an algorithm

can effectively balance between parameters such as analytics

accuracy and power consumption.

Our approach develops a given VSS using several steps for

video data processing. The steps are represented in Figs. 1–4.

Concept model of Step 0 is shown in Fig. 1. As part of

the approach, we propose the following concept model for

VSS. Several heterogeneous cameras transmit video streams

or image streams, thereby generating events. (A camera can

be static, integrated to a smartphone, managed and IP-camera,

built-in camera, etc.) Then, a chain of several events in

a row or simultaneous registration of events leads to the

appearance of complex events (complex events can be formed

into even more complex structures, for example, systematic

events). Each of these groups of events can be simultaneously

processed at the edge, in the fog and in the cloud.

Most likely, the complexity of events will increase with

a more integrated approach and in cloud solutions. Each of

these paradigms is usually represented by a low-performance

device (Edge), a medium computer (Fog), and a powerful

clustered server (Cloud). However, depending on the wishes

of the developer, low-performance devices can be located, for

example, in the cloud. Or vice versa, powerful computers can

be on the periphery (in the case when it is necessary to process

large amounts of data in the shortest possible time). For each

computing device, configuration and parameter, user input, and

additional contextual information may be further allocated.

Such data input can significantly affect the tracking of the

desired events and the distribution of load between devices.

On each device, methods and algorithms for the detection and

recognition of various objects and entities can be applied, the

requirements for such methods also increase depending on the

computing resources. As an output, various events, processed

images, graphs and diagrams can be detected. However, this

kind of conceptual model only suggests possible processing

of the data. Within such a model, it is possible, for example,

to exclude completely complex events and leave only edge

computations.
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Fig. 1. Step 0. Concept model of proposed technology

B. Unified Event-Driven Model

Event representation model for Step 1 is shown in Fig. 4. At

this step, you need to describe the events that will be “tracked”

based on the video streams received from the surveillance

cameras. The following rules are proposed as basic ones: each

video camera generates an individual video stream, which may

contain many key elements that make up a basic event. At the

request of the developer, the base event can change depending

on time, location, and context. The number of basic events

from one video stream can be unlimited.

Several video streams contain many basic events. Several

basic events form a complex event (based on 1, 2, . . . , n video

streams). A complex event can include several simple con-

secutive or simultaneous basic events. Also, basic events can

be independent and observed in different periods of time with

different durations, but constitute one complex event. Complex

events represent the total result, which can be presented in the

form of a graph, diagram, text, or combined visual model. The

result should be understandable and representative of the user.

C. Architecture of Video Data Processing System

Architecture with computing components for Step 2 is

shown in Fig. 3. This technology step can consist of all func-

tioning devices, necessary computing modules and services, as

well as actions and operations for interaction between compo-

nents. To build such model, it is necessary to adhere on of the

computational paradigms. The hardware-software architecture

of the interaction of computing components within the frame-

work can be represented as the next following paradigms: Edge

(different types of cameras: Raspberry Pi, smartphone), Fog

(databases, information systems, file processing), Cloud (data

center, clusters of processors and powerful video cards).

D. Constructing Recognition Algorithms

Algorithms and their tunable parameters for Step 3 are

shown in Fig. 3. The idea of this step is a consistent description

of the actions and processes taking place inside the event. The

developer should choose the description of events according

to his preference: these can be, for example, visual models or

UML diagrams.

The proposed description (event model) includes the be-

ginning and the end of the process. A single event can be

described (then the base point will be the beginning of the

event, and the end point will be the final event), and the whole

algorithm with several events. This description may include

several subcircuits in which an event is defined. The flowchart

should reflect the algorithm of sequential actions, which in

one way or another will lead to the execution of the algorithm

and its end. The following notation is used.

• VA is video analytics (video analytics method).

• VCA is video content analytics (video content analysis

method, situational video analytics).

• LIB is library, library (a collection of typical algorithms

used repeatedly in several modules).

• PPE is personal protective equipment.
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Fig. 2. Step 1. Unified event model based on different events from video
streams

Therefore, the output va module provides a frame and

possible configurations/parameters. The output vca module

provides situational video analytics events.

Fig. 4 shows the architecture that organizes a required

interaction of modules. As part of the interaction we describe

libraries and modules based on recognition methods:

• Video processing library: lib-va-video-processing.

• Video customization and transformation module: va-

video-transform.

• Personnel control module, counting and accounting of

people on the territory: vca-personal-control.

• Module for identifying a person by face, recognizing

faces, wearable PPE: vca-face-ppe-detection.

• Module for person trajectory tracking: vca-trajectory-

tracking.

• The module for recognizing human activity in dynamics

by its skeleton: vca-activity-recognition.

The introduced steps describe the methods that the proposed

approach includes. The methods are used in development of a

particular VSS with particular smart services. The next section

describes the tools that the proposed approach exploits.

IV. SOFTWARE MODULES

The proposed methods are supported with implemented

software modules. Each module provides a tool for VSS

development to apply the methods according the proposed

approach. We implemented the following modules.

• Video streaming module. Used for restreaming video

form other sources to other modules.

• Person tracking module. Used for presence detection in

particular areas.

• Face recognition module. Used to recognize a person by

face from the given video stream.

• Trajectory computing module. Used to compute the tra-

jectory that a person is walking in the given video frames.

• Human activity recognition module. Used to detect par-

ticular activity a person is performing at the moment.

A. Software Modules for VSS Development
Video Data Processing Library: The library contains

various support functions to access databases and to send

events.
Video Streaming Module: Video streaming module allows

for single connection to camera to be retransmitted into

arbitrary number of services.

1) Read config with information on how to connect to

cameras and more.

Config contains information about:

a) Connection type (IP-camera, Web-camera, local

file).

b) URL to camera (camera device or file path).

c) ZeroMQ port for decoded frame publication.

d) Number of frames per second that needs to be

published from original stream.

e) If streamed video should also be saved on disk.

f) Directory where video should be saved.

g) Camera name.

2) For each connection separate process created.

3) Check to see if camera available.

Test connection performed used only to get single frame

from stream and some additional information. If module

unable create connection it will wait for 5 minutes and

try again. As result this step yields us resolution of an

image and confirmation that stream available.

4) Connect to camera and start receiving video stream.

This step is start of main loop of Video streaming mod-

ule. Connection to camera done with help of FFmpeg

command.

5) Publish decoded frames via ZeroMQ.

6) Poll if FFmpeg command is still running and connection

still active.

If it turns out that connection dropped wait for 5 minutes

and try to connect again.

Human Tracking Module: YoLoV4 was used to detect

person in this module and in trajectory tracking.

1) During preparation area for detection should be selected.

Bounding box as top left coordinates and bottom right.

2) At runtime, human gets detected on image.

Image received from subscription to ZeroMQ port for a

camera from video streaming module. YoLov4 neural

network used to detect human on incoming frame.

Bounding box for human on image (if any) returned

as result.
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Fig. 3. Step 2. Architecture for video data processing

Fig. 4. Step 3. Composing recognition using several existing algorithms and tools

3) Overlap between found human bounding box and se-

lected are during preparation compared.

If overlap exceeds threshold value, then it would mean

that human present in the selected area.

Face Recognition Module: The algorithms of face recog-

nition are based on such existing methods as Facenet512 and

OpenCV Face Detector.

1) Before face recognition module started it is necessary

train it on portrait photos of humans it would need to

recognize.

Photos can be organized as flat files in folder with

descriptive names. Photos would be processed by

FaceNet512 to get feature vectors from them, that would

be stored in database for later use.

2) At the beginning of module this feature vectors loaded

from database.

3) At runtime, face gets detected with bounding box and

feature vectors.

Same FaceNet512 as in preparation step used to detect

face on image here, and to compute feature vectors that

could be compared to ones in the database.

4) As double check measure, OpenCV Detector runs to

confirm that face found correctly.

Such step allows to remove imperfection images, low

quality photos, blurred, moving humans, not looking into

cameras humans.

5) Distance between found and stored feature vector com-

pared.

Euclidean and cosine distances used to compare vectors.
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Closest match reflects vectors that come from same

human, with exception of too far away vectors.

Trajectory Computing Module: Human detection leads to

a position of the person on every image. The module constructs

a trajectory based on the recognized position points.

1) Human gets detected on image and their bounding box

saved locally.

2) Human gets detected again on next image with their

bounding box saved locally again.

3) Change in location between this two bounding boxes

allow to calculate how person moves.

To determine if found on current image human is same

as on previous distance to previous saved position could

be used: if new position is close enough to previous one,

then they possibly are from the same track.

If necessary to track multiple humans whose tracks are

expected to overlap such methods as SORT [31] could

be used.

Human Activity Recognition Module: The PoseNet neural

network was used as a method for recognizing key points [32].

1) Human recognition.

2) Recognition of key points of the human body.

3) Building limb primitives.

4) Calculation of key angles.

5) Activity type definition.

If there is a sufficiently large frame in which a person

occupies only a small part, it may be necessary to use human

localization methods to simplify the work of the key point

recognition method. In a situation where the person is the

center of the frame, this step can be skipped.

Recognizable keypoints are the following (Fig. 5).

0) Mouth;

1) Left eye;

2) Right eye;

3) Left ear;

4) Right ear;

5) Left shoulder;

6) Right shoulder;

7) Left elbow;

8) Right elbow;

9) Left brush;

10) Right hand;

11) Left thigh;

12) Right thigh;

13) Left knee;

14) Right knee;

15) Left foot;

16) Right foot;

When constructing limb primitives, the following key points

are used: hands, elbows, shoulders, hips, knees, feet. Based

on the obtained key points, the primitives of the limbs are

determined. Recognizable angles between limb primitives are

as follows: elbows, shoulders, hips, and knees.

To recognize activity, information about the position of key

points and the angles between them is used. For example,

Fig. 5. Recognizable keypoints of human skeleton

if a person is sitting, then his knees are bent at about 90

degrees. Thus, it is possible to set a specific activity through

the description of the angles between the limbs.

1) Recognizable pose activity needs to be prepared before-

hand.

2) At runtime human body keypoints are detected;

Result of this step would be XY coordinates of each

keypoints.

3) Limb primitives and key angles need to be calculated

from keypoints as described earlier.

For limb primitives result would be starting and end

XY coordinates, and for key angles it would be angle

between limb primitives.

4) Composition of such primitives compared to prepared

activities.

If the person is in the same position as on example, then

the distance between the recognized pose would be low.

B. Experiments with Recognition Algorithms

Use Cases: The presented modules are exploited in

several use cases, which show the efficiency of the technology.

One of the studied use cases is VSS for terrain security

monitoring. Developed modules was used to check that only

authorized personal entering restricted area (such as staff only

rooms or closed perimeter objects). Also, it is used to monitor

people check-in and check-out on the pass-through point. The

use case is essentially based on event recognition [14].

Another use case is VSS systems for well-being and sport.

Physical activity of a person (athlete, sportsmen) is under mon-

itoring. The person uses training equipment when performing

physical exercises. Movement of the person and the equipment

is recognized to collect statistics of the equipment usage or to

evaluate the quality of training. The latter case is suitable for

edge-oriented VSS [5].
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Experimental Hypothesis: The following hypothesis are

tested in the experimental study.
Tests for the overall architecture.

1) How many cameras can be server at the time.

2) How many frames per second average.

Tests for the face recognition algorithms.

1) Measure accuracy.

2) Measure speed of execution.

3) How easy it is to add new faces.

Tests for activity recognition algorithms.

1) Measure accuracy.

2) Measure speed of execution.

3) How easy it is to add new activity.

Experimental Setup: A typical Personal Computer (PC)

is used for running computations within the implemented

modules. This configuration is oriented to the event-driven

property [14] for smart VSS functions. The edge comput-

ing property [5] is not considered since relatively powerful

computer is required for the recognition algorithms. The PC

characteristics are the following.

• OS: Ubuntu 20.04;

• Net: 100Mb/s local;

• CPU: Intel Core i9-9900K (8 core, 16 threads);

• GPU: Nvidia RTX 2060;

• RAM: 32GB;

• SSD: 2TB m.2;

We use Hikvision as No 1 camera with the following

characteristics (Fig. 6).

• Model DS-2TD2617B-3/PA.

• Resolution 2688× 1520.

• Bitrate 16000 kbit/s;

• Frame rate 20 fps;

We use Hikvision as No 2 camera with the following

characteristics (Fig. 7):

• Model DS-2CD2H83G2-IZS.

• Resolution 3840× 2160.

• Bitrate 4000 kbit/s (dynamic).

• Frame rate 20 fps.

Human Recognition: In this experiment, the IP-camera is

set up on ceiling (Camera No 1, Fig. 6). The person is walking

in front of the camera. As a result, the algorithm recognizes

events when the person is moving in or out of the observable

area (i.e., either in or out of each frame). The recognition

goal is to detect human as a physical entity, not to identify

the person.
Similarly, the observable area can be divided into multiple

zones (in advance). In each frame, the event is recognized in

runtime when the person is in or out each zone.
The accuracy is evaluated as ratio of the number of frames

with correct recognition of an in/out event to the number of

all frames in the video stream. The recognition rate is about

15 ms per frame (one zone per camera as in Fig. 6). The

recognition algorithm shows the accuracy approximately 95%.

Similar result is for Camera No 2 that observes humans in a

long hall (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. Camera setup No 1 is monitoring a door

Fig. 7. Camera setup No 2 is monitoring a long hall

Face Recognition: In this experiment, the IP-camera

observes an entrance zone in some building (Camera No 1,

Fig. 6). Five persons are registered in the system in advance,
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Fig. 8. An example of human activity recognition: a) the person is standing,
b) the person is sitting

i.e., appropriate photos with faces are stored. Then the photos

are used for identification of a registered person in runtime.

The recognition rate is about 130 ms per frame. The

accuracy depends essentially on the quality of a) the registered

photos (for the five persons) and b) the frames coming from

the camera in runtime.

The recognition algorithm has reasonable accuracy if the

following requirements to registered photos are satisfied.

• A photo should be taken from the front.

• The person stands in front of white background.

• Light is distributed uniformly on the person face.

Similar result is for Camera No 2 that observes humans in a

long hall (Fig. 7).

The system supports extension. Additional photos with faces

can be selected from the frames captured in runtime, either

for already registered person or for a new person. Appropriate

feature vectors of faces are added for further comparison with

features observed in runtime.

Human Activity Recognition: In this experiment, the

following activity types are selected for recognition: a) a

person stands or walking around, b) a person sits or lays down.

The recognition results are demonstrated in Fig. 8. The

person (Egor Rybin as a coauthor of this paper) is moving

around the given training equipment. The algorithm constructs

keypoints of human skeleton. An event is detected when one

of the two activity types is recognized in each frame (based

on the shape that the keypoints formed).

The recognition rate is about 20 ms per frame, i.e., the

performance is 50 fps. The accuracy of the algorithm is about

93% for the tested video stream.

The system supports extension. New activity types can be

added for the recognition. Appropriate template (model) is

constructed to describe possible shapes (keypoints and angles

between limb primitives). The feature vectors are rebuilt for

further comparison with shapes observed in runtime in frames.

The addition is relatively easy compared with training a neural

network.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper considered AI-based technologies of VSS devel-

opment. We studied several development problems that cannot

be effectively solved using existing technologies: a) a generic

model of events in video data for a given problem domain,

b) a hardware–software architecture for data processing with

existing recognition algorithms, and c) a model to construct a

required smart VSS function using existing software tools. We

introduce a novel semantic-oriented event-driven approach to

solve the above VSS development problems. The approach

provides methods and tools that are applied in given VSS

development to implement a required smart VSS function. Our

software modules include recognition algorithms for human

detection and tracking, face recognition, trajectory computing,

and activity recognition. The modules are experimentally used

in several use cases, which showed the applicability of the

proposed approach in terms of the accuracy and performance.
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